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outré humor, and doses of scatology and sadism to upend normative 
gender roles and their social implications. For example, the early video 
Japan Erection, 2010, found the half-naked artist using a giant Japanese-
archipelago-shaped phallus attached to his crotch to trash his cluttered 
room. Elsewhere he has appeared as the pop star Britney Spears (LEAVE 
BRITNEY ALONE!, 2009), a uniformed schoolgirl (MANY CLASSIC 
MOMENTS, 2011), and a schoolboy who is pelted with turd-like balls 
of dirt (TSUYOI KO [A Strong Child], 2008). There is something 
sophomoric about these works, but they also exhibit an audaciousness 
in execution that sets Takata apart from more convention-bound peers.

Comprising four recent videos, Takata’s solo show “STORYTELL-
ING” was his first at a major gallery in Tokyo. The most provocative 
work was the oldest, and the exhibition’s namesake. Displayed innocu-
ously on a wall-mounted flat-screen monitor hung above a table and 
sofas in the brightly lit foyer, STORYTELLING, 2014, initially seems 
to show an off-screen subject stringing together free-associative narra-
tives from the details he picks out of Rorschach-like patterns of blue ink 
dappled on an off-white surface that fills most of the camera frame. He 
identifies a secret military installation harboring a UFO, or a group of 
animals gathering to burn down Cinderella’s castle, for example. But as 
the underlying musculature is revealed through the twitches that accom-
pany each intake of the man’s breath, it becomes clear that the man—
Takata, squatting over the upturned camera—is inspecting his own 
anus. Positioning the viewer as metaphoric shithole while also suggest-
ing the asshole as a kind of third eye through which flows all manner 
of mythology, fantasy, conspiracy, and projection; turning the body 
into both a tool for mark-making and its support, the artist satirizes 
the scopophilic drive to interpret and control the body and its excreta. 

The other videos, projected at large scale in the darkened exhibition 
space, came across more as one-liners. The frenetic Afternoon of a 
Faun, 2015–16, repurposes elements from the Ballets Russes’s L’après-
midi d’un faune, including Vaslav Nijinsky’s piebald-faun costume, 
Claude Debussy’s lilting score (in a contemporary arrangement by 
Yoshio Ootani), and a reading of Stéphane Mallarmé’s poem, in Japa-
nese, to depict a contemporary faun’s wet dream—as captured using 
his selfie stick—of being assaulted by a group of bacchante-like 
nymphs. Similarly, Mermaids: Cambrian Explosion, 2016, draws on 
The Little Mermaid, with Takata appearing as the protagonist, who 
sings of her desire to be human. She proceeds to saw apart her brico-
laged fish tail, releasing scores of orange salmon roe—a gustatory 
delicacy that here evokes blood, the female reproductive system, male 
ejaculate, and conspicuous consumption all at once—to stream onto 
the floor. As perversely amusing as these works are, their range of pos-
sible interpretations is foreclosed somewhat by their parodic structure. 

In the last video, Ghost Painting, 2015, Takata has rigged himself up 
so that it appears that a white-sheeted ghost figure is using the artist’s 

decapitated head and the blood that has spilt from it to paint a large red 
circle on a transparent surface—the camera is recording from the per-
spective of the canvas. Takata is taking aim at, and situating himself 
within, a tradition of self-portraiture that includes Caravaggio’s David 
with the Head of Goliath, ca. 1610, and the postmodern practice of 
Yasumasa Morimura, who has indeed made his own version of Goliath. 
Simultaneously, the circle recalls the motif of the ensō in Japanese paint-
ing (in particular Red Circle on Black, 1965, by Gutai cofounder Jirō 
Yoshihara) and its connotations of the negation or transcendence of the 
self. There is a nice triangulation here between Takata and the contra-
dictory historical languages from which he draws—a technique that 
signals his promise as an artist on the verge of discovering his own voice.

—Andrew Maerkle

SÃO PAULO 

Cibelle Cavalli Bastos
MENDES WOOD DM 

Cibelle Cavalli Bastos’s first solo exhibition in São Paulo, “Mil Maneiras 
de Matar um Monstro” (A Thousand Ways to Kill a Monster), opened 
the night before the world’s largest LGBT parade took place in the same 
city. Appropriately enough, it embodied the London-based Brazilian 
artist’s farewell to old-fashioned gender and identity conventions. 

Cavalli is a musician as well as an artist; hers was the main voice on 
the acclaimed 1999 album São Paulo Confessions by Suba (Mitar 
Subotić)—she was just twenty-one at the time it was recorded—and 
she has since released several albums under the name Cibelle. She’s also 
worked under a variety of pseudonyms such as Xanayanna Relux and 
Sonja Khalecallon, and while her studies were in painting, performative 
elements remain a constant in what she describes as a conceptual post-
medium practice.

The exhibition opened onto a wall clad in mirror tiles near the 
entrance. Instructions for a performance (held during the opening) were 
applied in vinyl lettering onto the tiles. They read, in part: walking 
through the space / choose a part of your body and move it 
with movements stereotypically so-called feminine. . . . / let 
the movement spread through your whole body. . . . / choose a 
part of your body and move it with movements stereotypically 
so called masculine / move through the space / let the movement 
spread through your whole body. . . . / let the movements 
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undo themselves / let them leave your body. . . .  / repeat the 
exercise in public spaces, parties, whilst making love, walking, 
in conversations. . . .

On the opposite wall the artist placed two large-scale “Paucetas” (The 
series title is a neologism she translates as “Vagenisses” or “Peninasses”), 
2016–, hybrid genitalia produced from painted foam and other materials. 
These objects had been used during this year’s Cordão dos Mentecaptos 
(Line of the Fools) carnival procession in which Cavalli Bastos partici-
pated along with a group of other artists in downtown São Paulo. She 
describes parading the “Paucetas” in public as a “liberating, silly experi-
ence,” firmly rooted within the local trans-inclusive feminist movement.

The two galleries were separated by a series of “stretched skins” 
produced from a mixture of cloth and latex, whose toxic smell perme-
ated the space. Titled Cas(c)a/\Carniça (Shell/House/\Carrion), 2016–, 
the suspended skins were hung on hooks like those used in slaughter-
houses. Reminiscent of Eva Hesse’s sculpture Contingent, 1969, or 
remnants from one of Hermann Nitsch’s Actionist orgies, they here 
seemed to function as proxies for discarded human carcasses or gen-
dered forms of behavior. High on the rear wall hung the red neon run 
naked with the wind dressed up in courage, 2016, as if urging the 
viewer to participate in a campaign for identity experimentation. The 
sculpture ASS-NU DOYRADX, 2016, also produced from painted foam 
and employed during country’s Carnival, was placed on the floor in front 
of the neon work as a seat from which to watch the video SUR-FACE, 
2015. Presented on a large HD flat-screen TV, the nine-minute loop por-
trays the artist applying makeup almost as if she were creating a drawing, 
using lipstick, mascara, and so on to construct an unidentifiable face 
that contradicts the clean design of conventional female beautification.

The colored glazed ceramics from the series “Linguarudx” (Long 
Tongues), 2016–, were mounted at different heights around the gallery, 
and depict mouths, tongues, and assholes as metaphorical stand-ins 
for repressed desires. If the first few waves of feminism went largely 
unnoticed during a military dictatorship and a Brazil governed by a 
white male patriarchate, Cavalli Bastos’s work is an example of how 
emancipated Brazilian artists have moved beyond the emblematic 
exploration of Neo-concrete legacies to address urgent sociopolitical 
realities. Her advocacy for nonbinary identity formulation amounted 
to a niche monument for queer communities gaining momentum in a 
society that remains in shock after the recent coup d’état. 

—Tobi Maier

MEXICO CITY 

Nicholas Mangan
LABOR

Nicholas Mangan’s inquiry into the transformation and commodifica-
tion of the natural world has become increasingly self-aware. The 
Melbourne-based artist often uses materials as metonyms for complex 
geopolitical and eco-financial histories. Take Nauru: Notes from a 
Cretaceous World, 2009–10, a video that details the financial collapse 
of the Micronesian island of Nauru due to the colonial exploitation of 
its phosphate. Or his 2013 video installation Progress in Action, which 
traces the history of the Pacific island Bougainville’s fight for indepen-
dence from Papua New Guinea. Following protests over a copper-
mining operation on the island, the mainland cut the islanders off from 
access to fuel and food, forcing them to use coconuts as an energy 
source. To power the projector that screens his film on the subject, 
Mangan employs a coconut-fueled diesel generator. 

At Labor, a black box with the dimensions of a vertically oriented 
coffin sat between two wall-size screens that faced each other at an 

angle; from the box extended exposed cables leading to two projectors. 
The assemblage was such a curiously messy protuberance that its 
intended status—as gallery mechanics or rarified sculpture—was 
unclear. Housed inside was a battery powered by solar panels installed 
(unseen) on the roof of the gallery. The centrality to the work of these 
panels—as formal and practical aspects—despite their invisibility in 
the space was mirrored by the importance but illegibility of the artist’s 
interest in the writings of Alexander Chizhevsky, a Russian scientist 
who in the 1920s speculated that sunspot activity correlates with that 
of humans. 

That backstory was matter for the press release. In the space, Mangan 
instead took an impressionistic approach to his subject, seemingly aim-
ing to translate the imperceptibly macro aspects of solar phenomena 
into something experiential. Chizhevsky’s notes appear in decontextu-
alized fragments in the first of two moving-image components in 
Ancient Lights, 2015, a nearly fourteen-minute video essay about the 
conversion of our star’s energy into exploitable resources: via photo-
synthesis, the weather, or fossil fuels. In it, we see footage cut manically 
to offer a montage featuring the jarring image of a Florida orange, ripe 
on the branch, entombed in ice, and a cross section of a tree taken from 
a dendrochronology lab in Arizona, spinning as if on a turntable, its 
concentric rings a record of changes in solar activity. These are intercut 
with a psychedelic scene of sunspots moving over a blazing orange 
ground—data from nasa’s Solar and Heliospheric Observatory; the 
skyline of Mexico City buried in smog; and the sun reflecting off the 
mirrored heliostats at Fuentes de Andalucía’s Gemasolar Thermosolar 
Plant. A sound track variously screeches industrially and cuts to silence, 
evoking all the alienated anxiety of the Anthropocene. 

The second projector in Ancient Lights played a five-minute loop 
showing a ten-peso coin spinning precariously in circles. It never falls, 
seeming instead to have achieved some otherworldly equilibrium: an 
illusion of invincibility that is perhaps meant to mimic that which has 
led to the rapaciousness of advanced capitalism. Ultimately, Mangan’s 
project is a reminder that the flows of finance are indivisible from the 
energy that flows from the sun. The environmental crisis is, of course, 
an economic one and vice versa. Stamped at the center of the coin is the 
Aztec Sun Stone, which depicts a solar deity holding a human heart in 
each hand: The Aztecs believed that human sacrifice would fuel the star. 
I saw Mangan’s exhibition on the heels of Donald Trump’s announce-
ment outlining his energy plan at an oil-industry conference in North 
Dakota: more fossil fuel drilling and fewer environmental regulations. 
I couldn’t help but think that, five centuries after the stone was carved, 
the attitude toward sacrifice hasn’t changed.

—Annie Godfrey Larmon
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